THE WEEK:

Friday, January 31:
- Once Upon a Mattress starting at 8:00pm
- Campus Visit Weekend

Saturday, February 1:
- Once Upon a Mattress - 8pm M.H. Aud.
- Career Development Workshop 10-12 & 1-3pm
- Campus Visit Weekend

Sunday, February 2:
- Once Upon a Mattress - 8pm M.H. Aud.

Monday, February 3:
- Philharmonic Rehearsal - 7:30-10 O.M. Lounge

Tuesday, February 4:
- Basketball Marian vs. Franklin - There

Wednesday, February 5:
- Basketball Marian vs. Ohio Northern - Here

Thursday, February 6:
- Jan Leighton M.H. Aud. at 12:30/

the views in this publication are those of the individual writer and do not necessarily reflect those of Marian College.

THE "UPS AND Downs" OF DORM LIFE

THE MALE IS IN

RED LIGHT ZONE

PLEASE LEAVE YOUR PERSONAL ARTICLES AT THE C.M. DESK.

THANK YOU;

P.D.A. MEETING
CLARE HALL LOUNGE
10:30 - 11:30 am

P.D.A. MEETING
YOUR CHOICE OF COUCHES, ALL SIZES, STYLES

P.D.A. MEETING
ORE UPON A MATTRESS
To the P.D.A.'s:

There is a time and place for everything and the lounge is not the place...even though lately it seems to be the place. Walking through Clare Hall lounge is like walking through a jungle-dark, hot, steamy, and full of animal-like sounds...full of rampant intent. This public place has become the passion pit of MARIAN COLLEGE. For those of you who cannot contain your sexual urges until open house on weekends with visitation in private rooms, may we suggest other alternatives:

(1) The golf course
(2) the woods
(3) Any available car in the vicinity

(please note: In case of bad weather, a blanket and/or a CAF tray might be useful.)

We bring this up not because we are "prudes" or sexually starved but because we do not want the privilege of allowing men in the lounge rebuked. The lounge has been closed before due to excessive P.D.A. If the lounge should be closed, repercussions will be as strong from the abusers as those who are being punished unjustly.

We all have lives but let's not drive them to CLARE HALL LOUNGE.

Clare Hall and Doyle Hall Residents

I am seeking the support of Marian's student residents in gaining an extension of the visitation hours in the college residences. The following proposal is being petitioned: "For the extension of authorized visitation hours in rooms of student residents by members of the opposite sex in Marian College residences.

PRESENT GUEST HOURS
Friday 7:30 p.m. to 1:30 a.m.
Saturday 1:00 p.m. to 1:30 a.m.
Sunday 1:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.

PROPOSED GUEST HOURS
Mon.-Thurs. 6:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.
Friday 6:00 p.m. to 1:30 a.m.
Saturday 1:00 p.m. to 1:30 a.m.
Sunday 1:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.

All other parts of Guest Hour Policy (Section 9.01) in the code of Student Rights and Responsibilities would remain as is.

There will be copies of the petition, located at Clare Hall desk and at Doyle Hall desk. If you would like to support this petition, please sign your name to one of the copies. Your help will be appreciated.

Thank You,

MOL McNeace

FROM THE MASSES: CON'T

equal they should have the same opportunity to ask out the man of their choice. We accept this on the grounds that the guys are sincers and show an active interest in our cause.

We hope the Marian Community will not just pass this off as another fad or craze because this new idea has taken root in many other schools. There is finally another alternative to sitting in your room without a date; you can do something about it.

Signed: Concerned Women of Marian

QUOTE OF THE WEEK

"At Tennessee Tech, there are two stone turtles. It's said these turtles will grow wings and fly away when a virgin graduates. At Ball State, they build a chimney whenever a virgin graduates. They have three chimneys. At Marian, whenever a virgin graduates, another blade of grass grows."

J.A.D.

This represents a portion of one faculty-member's reaction to B.P.'s editorial.

When expenses are greater than income for units in the private sector—whether that unit is Chrysler, the Pacers, Marian College, or Marian's resident group—organization is necessary and people are hurt. Unfortunately, that's economic reality. The need for some rearrangement at Marian should come as no surprise. Anyone who was observant when walking down the halls last semester must have concluded that either absenteeism was at an all time high or an economically impossible number of small classes were being held.

To state that the students' education would improve were this to happen, I believe, is an unwarranted assumption. As one of the senior faculty members, I have taught here where both enrollment and faculty were less than at present; and I believe that students who attended Marian then were as well educated as those currently in attendance. Faculty members worked harder at their primary task and were still able to organize their time so as to perform quite successfully additional functions which have since been allocated to others. No subset of students were thereby penalized. I believe that the educational values of students who attended Marian are firmer and better than of those who attended in the past.

Marian's experience since 1950, Marian's need for and ability to support a particular position. In any event, addition or retention of tenured faculty is contingent upon a school's need for and ability to support a particular position.

Finally, I never cease to be amazed at the rapidity with which information is circulated and often exaggerated and distorted in the transmission. I played the game as a child, but one expects adults to be a bit more responsible in their communications. A doomsday forecast is not justified unless all

(Con't next page, 1st column)
FROM THE MASSES CAN'T

members of the college community decide that Marian should become another example of a self-fulfilling prophecy.

Mary M. Malatesta

***********************************

Carbon,

Last Sunday, as many people now know, the Student Board approved the allocation of $1,000 dollars of Student Association funds to the Drum and Bugle Corps to help finance the New Orleans trip. As this represents the largest single expenditure per student made this year, I feel the remainder of the student body deserves some justification of this allocation given the budget restrictions used this year.

Although I was one of the Board members approving the allocation, I did so only with a great deal of reluctance. I felt that it would be unfair to all those students involved in the great amount of work and effort that went into the preparation and fund raising activities involved in the trip. It would have been a large disappointment to those students as well as a number of parents and friends, if funds had not been made available for the trip, especially at this late date.

The responsibility for the shortage of funds however, should fall with the leaders in the Drum and Bugle and not with the Student Board. It should have been obvious from the beginning that the ability of the Corps to raise the funds needed for the trip was totally unrealistic given the state of economic conditions. It should also be apparent that this year and most likely in the future, that long trips of extended duration are not feasible for any Marian College group.

I would like to wish Drum and Bugle Corps good luck and a good time for all, as it is obvious that the trip has involved a total and singular effort. I also think it is good that the Board and the Corps have shown an effort and ability to help each other out, but there must be some limitations placed on that ability and $1,000 dollars is too much.

Brent Blaine

******************************

One rare evening at Marvin U., we had the opportunity to be in the Perc after a basketball game. There, after we had bought our food, we witnessed the arrival of our Basketball team.

Having never seen them before in the Perc, we watched with morbid curiosity as they ordered their food. AND surprisingly enough, Mr. Friesen said they didn't have to pay for it!!!! Now we are not economic experts, but we assume that the distribution of goods without recompense does not increase the profit of the aforementioned distributor, and in other words, giving away free food doesn't save money.

Inquiring around, we discovered this to be a regular practice of the food service director which must be implemented by his employees. We do not begrudge the players the food, but aren't they included in the board plan, and don't they get supper in the Caf'? Granted they represent the school, but so does the tennis team, the baseball team, the Drum and Bugle Corps and the Women's Varsity Basketball team. Are the basketball players necessarily more entitled to the "freebies" than the rest of us?

Is the result of the student's attempt to economize in the Caf (save our trees, one napkin, measuring the leftovers) negated by the give aways in the Perc? We don't think it is

(Can't next Column)
Coherent Ramblings of a Paranoid Cartoonist

Last week, a previously subtle (though not dogmatic) Marian College attitude was explosively imposed upon me. This attitude was one of malicious derogation; it was evident that the only feedback expressed towards my modest attempt at creativity was to be of a negative nature.

Unfortunately, the cartoon I created last week was labeled, by many students, faculty and administrators, as distasteful. Obviously, I have taken these criticisms personally, for my conception of creativity excuses that the works of any artist, be he professional, amateur, or pseudo-, is a phenomenon having ontological precursors and therefore remains an extension of that artist. Yet, I simultaneously respect and welcome criticism, for I operate under a personal acknowledgment that criticism is the only means for effectuating the full development of an individual's talents. Embracing this notion, I objectively consider and incorporate my peers' and professors' criticisms within the products of my creativity, and I maintain a spirit of self-end product improvement during the incorporation process.

I consider "David Manning" as Marian's own modern-day martyr. His weekly interactions with the various clientele (who are quasi-characters of some prominent Marian personalities) can be expanded to a more universal context; i.e., he is an ambiguous entity representing intellectual curiosity. Sadly, he is surrounded by characters whose only answers are double-entendres in the form of puns, and though some of the subject matter discussed by these characters may be somewhat risqué, those subjects still remain cold, hard facts of life, and are ever present. Too, there is an ambivalence to his weekly intercourses, for the double-entendres in the puns concur with their intentional, satirical nature. From this standpoint, David Manning becomes a tool for humor. This, Marian College, is David Manning's main purpose—to provide a humorous note to a news sheet that is serious (and almost pessimistic) in tone. Therefore, neither he nor his subject matter is meant to be taken seriously.

However, I do extend my deepest apologies to the pygmies who did so.

Love,

Joe X

ONCE UPON A MATTRESS (or "up on a mattress once")

Once Upon A Mattress is the current rage on campus. It stars Linda Leonard as the Princess. She is a charming little swamp girl with all the regal poise of Carol Burnett. She is accompanied through her escapades by her young lover Prince Dauntless the Drab. Dauntless is Brian Foust and he almost talks you out of having any children.

If there is a spectacle to witness this weekend, it's Carlos Barber's portrayal of the Wizard. Both Houdini and Merlin the Magician are after him to divulge trade secrets.

Royalty of the highest degree is vested within the persons of Diane Irk and Bob Hahn. They play Queen Agrainese and King Sextimus. A more unlikely couple never hit the royal bed chambers.

No musical production would be complete without a serious love affair. Your hearts will beat along with the Lady Larken and Sir Harry as they fall in and out of love.

These characters are played by those romantic souls Lisa Eaker and Allen Roell.

The plot thickens when Greg Rodick and Jim Ward make their appearance. They star as the minstrel and the jester and team up for some hilarious adventures.

There are more men and women in the cast, but their names are too numerous to remember. Find out for yourselves. Go see Once Upon A Mattress and have the time of your life. There's nothing else to do; unless you think sitting in your room and pulling the curtains up and down is exciting.

C.P. #1
Battle of Unbeatens—all the Marbles 41, Ladies Choice 27! The cold shooting but always hustling Ladies couldn’t get it together as the Marbles remain the only unbeaten team left. John Folketh led the Marbles attack with 13, he had help from Baze’s 11. The Ladies once again had a balanced attack led by Bob Nocton’s 7 and Bob Mack and Mark Gatto’s 6.

Apathy 53 Mother Truckers 49: In another important game Apathy led all the way. Greg Jaunse was high for Apathy with 21 while Blockley hit 15 and Jamhingen netted 12 for the losers. Mean Machine 53 The Hurd 32: Shelder hit 16 Coohran 15 and Laver 12 as The Machine rolled up Victory number 5. Keith Childers hit 13 and Jim Manhoney 9 for the Hurd.

Pere 46 Sisters 30: The Sisters are improving. Zidron scored a game high 21 for the Pere, he had help from Mastredonado 16 and Simmons 11. Tom Fahey hit 11 and Joe Rea 13 for the Sisters.

Vikings 82 White Lightning 9: No contest as White Lightning couldn’t hit the broadside of a barn. Seamon netted 11 for the winners. Paul Lauffer ripped the nets for 7 of Lightning’s points, as Sluss hit two.

Wells Fargo 39 BS&T 29: In an exciting game Wells came out on top. Wellmen hit 10 and Russ Pavlik 8 for the victors, as Jeff Jordan netted 12 for BS&T.

Wazuri 67 Ladies Choice 40: The second loss in a row for the Ladies who were lead by Mack’s 13 and Gatto’s 9. Wazuri had a balanced attack of Ditch Washington’s 24, Randy’s 13 and Victor’s 11.

Wells Fargo 46 Vikings 36: The second 10 point victory for Wells’. Russ hit a season high of 26 while Wally played a good game carring 11. Greg Seamon and Jer Disque each hit 12 for the losers.

Pere 63 Hurd 44: Jeff Zidron was high man again with 22 he had help from Holhhausen’s 14 and Joe’s 12. Keith Childers had 22 for the Hurd but he had plenty of help from John Nally’s 13 and Mike Yuha’s 9.

Mean Machine 55 Sisters 52: Cooley hit 24, Cochran 22 and Laver 19 for the winners, while Joe Rea and Dave Record each netted 16 and Tom Fahey 11 for the Sisters.

Division A
All the Marbles 6 - 0
Apathy 5 - 1
Mean Machine 6 - 2
Wells Fargo 4 - 3
Vikings 3 - 3
Sisters of Love 0 - 9

Division B
Wazuri 6 - 1
Ladies Choice 4 - 2
Mother Truckers 4 - 2
Pere 4 - 3
BS&T 1 - 6
Hurd 0 - 6
White Lightning 0 - 6

If there is one game on this years schedule that the team would like to see the stands full, it’s the Ohio Northern University game on Wednesday night. If you don’t remember last year’s game at No-Name, Ohio, The Knights did outscore the Polar Bears, but ironically lost by 20 points. How could this be? Super host job. Marian shot 9 free throws and ONU shot 49.

Be out there next Wednesday night to cheer on the Knights in the “revenge game” of the year.

STUDENT BOARD REPORT

College Council is now in effect as of Tuesday, January 15. The new Conduct system was voted in and will take effect Feb. 28. Student Board will be looking for students to sit on College Judicial Panel.

Drum and Bugle is looking for money of $1,000 was brought back on table, discussed, voted on and approved.

New Business:
"In case of Fire" signs are now posted in Marlen Hall thanks to Deb Mackel.

Money collected at the first 6 films is enough to pay for 4 more films which would give us about one film every 2 weeks till the end of the semester.

A "new phrase was added to the College Judicial system before it was voted in. Volunteers were asked for to form a committee to amend the amendment made by Dr. Adams at the College Council meeting concerning the added phrase.

Carbon Applauds
-Led Zeppelin
-The Who
-Minnie
-Mark Twain
-Sister Scabs "Holy Finger"
-Massage Parlor
-Mrs. Spalling
-Price Winning Affair
-Laynor's home for you adult girls
-Shaver & Hahn
-Fight Song
-Starke, Starke & Starke
-Carbon Hiss
-Lecture Tours - Dean
-grass, grass, grass
-Jealousy
-O.N.U.
-Colonel's Sports Report
-P.D.A. in Lounge
-No heat in Green House & White House
-The Phantom Dog